
Archaeological Dig 
Archaeology / archeology the scientific study of past human cultures by analyzing the material 
remains (sites and artifacts) that people left behind. 
Archaeological site a place where human activity occurred and material remains were deposited. 

Artifact any object made, modified, or used by people. 
Attribute a characteristic or property of an object, such as weight, size, or color. 
Culture a set of learned beliefs, values and behaviors--the way of life--shared by the members of a 
society. 
Excavation the systematic digging and recording of an archaeological site. 
Feature a type of material remain that cannot be removed from a site such as roasting pits, fire 

hearths, house floors or post molds. 
Grid a network of uniformly spaced squares that divides a site into units; used to measure and record 
an object's position in space. 

Level an excavation layer, which may correspond to natural strata. Levels are numbered from the top 
to bottom of the excavation unit, with the uppermost level being Level 1. 
Site a place where human activity occurred and material remains were deposited. 
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Digging for the Truth 
Today, you will watch a video about archaeological work conducted at Petra. In the space 

below, track examples of the archaeologists’ work. What sort of things do they actually do? 

What problems do they encounter? What questions can they not answer? 

 



Archaeology Assignment 
On Friday, you will complete a short in-class assignment. In 1 to 1½ single-spaced pages, you 

will do the following: 

Paragraph 1 

• Explain the chronological history of either Luxor, Etrusca, Carthagus, or Helion. This 

paragraph should be start from the society’s earliest point (the bottom of the dig). 

• Your chronological paragraph should feature specific references to the objects you 

found on your dig. It should also feature appropriate archaeological terms, like feature 

and artifact. 

Paragraph 2 

• Explain some of the challenges faced by archaeologists. This paragraph should contain 

references to not only your own “dig” but also the Digging for the Truth documentary. 
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Explains the history 
of chosen culture 
with limited 
effectiveness 

Uses appropriate 
terms with little 
effectiveness 

Explains the 
history of chosen 
culture with some 
effectiveness 

Uses appropriate 
terms with some 
effectiveness 

Explains the history 
of chosen culture 
with considerable 
effectiveness 

Uses appropriate 
terms with 
considerable 
effectiveness 

Clearly and 
effectively explains 
the history of 
chosen culture 

Uses appropriate 
terms with a high 
degree of 
effectiveness 
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effectiveness 
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makes 

connections 

between own dig 
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The student 

makes 

connections 

between own dig 

and archaeology 

with a high degree 

of effectiveness 

 


